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GemRack Release Notes - V1.0 Build 1048 
 
 

The main purpose of this release (on 16-Jul-2020) is to improve the overall program useability 

and resolve any known bugs. 

 

If you have an active Support Subscription we encourage you to install this new release and take 

advantage of all the latest enhancements and corrections and if you have an expired Support 

Subscription and wish to renew it please contact our office. 

 

This update is available by clicking the pop-up that appears at the bottom of the screen when 

opening GemRack or via the Menu bar > Help >  Check for Updates function and following 

the prompts. 

 

The main changes for this release include: 

➢ Increasing maximum number of Bays from 50 to 75, 
➢ Enhancing catalogue import feature (for client catalogues), 
➢ Disabling check of 'Let Windows 10 Manage Default Printer' setting, 
➢ Fixed various bugs related to closing of several item Properties dialogs, Undo/Redo 

feature, adding of cantilever arms, using project name as file name when it has invalid 
(file name) characters. 

➢ Resolved broken Help File links. 

 

 

New Features 
 

None 
 

 

Enhanced Features & Corrections 
 

1. Increased maximum number of Bays from 50 to 75, to cater for long cantilever racks along wall. 
2. Enhanced the catalogue import feature to auto-populate non-critical data fields (and log an 

error message) when importing client catalogues. 
3. Disabled check of 'Let Windows 10 Manage Default Printer' setting when starting GemRack that 

use to cause problems when originally released by Microsoft but now appears not to pose any 
problems but is a nuisance having to close the prompt, if the setting is on/enabled. 

4. Reduced screen flicker that occurs when opening Run View or executing Undo/Redo functions. 
5. Improved the camera interface and error handler in the Safety Auditor dialog. 
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6. Resolved intermittent errors related to loading of the auto-recovery file, changing Number of 
Bays setting in Bays & Beam Settings panel, closing of Bay Properties dialog and the Frame 
Properties dialog. 

7. Resolved an error when creating cantilever racks using Sample1 or client catalogue with no 
column braces selected thus resulting in invalid bay width. 

8. Resolved an intermittent error related to closing of GemRack with no project windows open. 
9. Resolved an error related to saving of floor plan & 3D drawings after deriving the file name from 

Project Name with invalid (file name) characters in it. 
10. Resolved an intermittent error related to adding of cantilever rack arms. 

 
 
To other release notes refer to GemRack Version/Updates History. 

https://gembs.com.au/version-updates-history-gemrack/

